Specialized Hardrock Sport Disc 29er Bike Black Red 2013 Review

>>>CLICK HERE<<<
Shown in Gloss Blk/Char/Wht/Red A1 Premium Aluminum 29er frame with ORE downtube for a lighter, more compliant and durable bike, 80mm-travel SR Suntour fork with preload Specialized Fast Trak Sport tires use Adaptive Tread Technology for lower rolling. Write a review.

Bike: 2014 Specialized Hardrock 29er sport disc
- Very slightly used - less than 10 miles
- 2013 Specialized Hardrock Sport Mountain Bike 1996 in Congleton. Price: 88.0
- 2014 Specialized Hardrock Mountain Bike sport disc Large 19 inch frame
- Only ever used once!


Write a Review
I own the 2013 base model Hardrock, and not only did it get me into exercise but it might not be as smooth as a bike with a 100mm fork & 29er wheels - but it does the job.

The Rumor is true, the ultimate women's full-suspension trail bike has arrived to give active-lifestyle riders the best-fitting and most-capable bike in the sport.

2013 Camber FSR Expert Evo Carbon 29 $5,500.00
Epic Comp in black higher flange on the disc side, which stiffens the 29er wheel in this high-stress area.

Compare Mountain Bikes:
- 2012 Flightline 29 Two vs 2013 Revel 29er 1
- Compare 2012 Haro Flightline 29 Two Cross-Country Mountain Bike. vs 2013 Giant

81114-8404 "Hardrock Disc 29" Black/Silver/Charcoal/Red, LG, Mens, Alloy 36h, Alloy 36h, Hardrock Disc 29, Fast Trak Sport 29x2.0 UPC: 719676336091

A1 Premium Aluminum 29er frame with ORE downtube for a lighter, more compliant and durable bike. All information and images herein are © BikePedia
2013 and cannot be. Specialized Bicycles Specialized Concept Store Huntington Beach Costa Best Bike Shops Orange County State-of-the-Art Bicycle Retail in Orange # Sworks Venge ViAS Module available in black or red (pictured) $5800. (1 Review). Specialized HardRock Disc Mountain Bike. £125.00 Buy it now, See suggestions · Specialized Rockhopper Sport 29 Black/Red Mountain Bike L/19 2015 2. 29er · Age 8-11 Years · Dawes · Fat/snow Bikes · Freeride · Full Suspension · Hardtails · Boardman Specialized Sworks Stumpjumper 29 Ht 2013. Specialized Specialized rockhopper sport 2016 model satin black/flo red/charcoal. Our Price: Specialized hardrock disc se 26 gloss charcoal/rocket red/white 2015 model.

We carry top brands like Specialized and Electra. Products Perfect For Your Bike Commuting Needs Specialized Rockhopper 29 - 2013 Specialized's Rockhopper 29er opens up a whole new world of mountain biking (1 Review) Specialized Hardrock Sport Disc - 2014 Specialized S-Works Tarmac Red - 2015.
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